ZyBox for iOS

Switch Input Adapter

The ZyBox for iOS is the simplest way to use control switches to operate your iPad or other iOS device. Connect the ZyBox for iOS to your
iPad using the 30-pin or Lightning connector, snap in one, two, or up to five control switches with 3.5mm plugs, and you have access to the
entire iPad and any or all apps that are compatible with the iOS Voice Over (VO) commands.
When the ZyBox is plugged into your iOS device, it will automatically turn on VoiceOver,
and will automatically detect the number of switches connected. A list of commands is
printed on the back of the ZyBox for iOS for easy reference. With one-switch the iOS device
will speak an auditory prompt of the VoiceOver commands while you hold down the switch.
Since you use the 30-pin and Lightning connectors to plug the ZyBox for iOS directly to the
docking connector of the iOS device, the Bluetooth
connection is still available to do other things, like connect to
a Bluetooth speaker, a keyboard, or to a mobile phone. It also
means that the ZyBox for iOS pulls very little power, unlike
Bluetooth connected devices, so you will continue to enjoy
long battery life.
Features of the ZyBox for iOS:







30-pin dock or Lightning-pin connector to iOS
Six 3.5mm mono jacks for external control switch inputs
Automatic detection of switch connections
Automatically turns VoiceOver on and off
Powered from the iOS device; no internal power required

pererro

Switch | Access | Control

pererro is an advanced interface which brings iOS to a much wider audience.
By using a single switch, users are able to navigate the iOS and use the majority of the device such as
Phone, Messages, E-mail, Web Browser, FaceTime, Social Media and a whole host of Apps that are
available from the App Store, all without touching the screen.
Using a single switch, and the embedded Voice Over capabilities in iOS, you are able to scan through
items on the screen and make selections, including entering text. It really is that easy.

Key Features of the pererro:







ZYGO-USA
www.zygo-usa.com

Works with VoiceOver enabled apps
Plug & Play
Two scan modes; Auto Forward and Manual Step
Direct input so no Bluetooth battery drain
3.5mm mono jack socket for universal switch input
‘Charge through’ ability to charge your device without disconnecting

SKU

Product

015-0100-10
015-0100-40
015-0300-10
015-1000-00

ZyBox for iOS, 30-pin connector, one to six switch jacks
ZyBox for iOS, Lightning connector, one to six switch jacks
ZyBox for Windows, USB connector, one to two switch jacks
pererro iOS switch adapter, one-switch VoiceOver scanning

zygo@ZYGO-USA.com
48834 Kato Road, #101-A, Fremont, CA 94538

Price
$345.00
$345.00
$145.00
$275.00

Toll Free: (800) 234-6006
Tel: (510) 493-0997
Fax: (510) 770-4930

